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Trademark Infringement 
STRUCTURING OPINIONS OF COUNSEL 



What is Trademark Infringement? 

“The unauthorized use of a 

trademark or service mark on 

or in connection with goods 

and/or services in a manner 

that is likely to cause 

confusion, deception, or 

mistake about the source of 

the goods and/or services.”  

- USPTO 
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Q: Why are opinions of counsel 

so important? 

Answer: Risk Mitigation 

(The Brand Clearance Continuum) 

 Proactive Mitigation/pre-use in commerce 

 Trademark Clearance 

 Reactive Mitigation/post-use  in commerce 

 Avoid a finding of willful infringement 
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Proactive Approach  

Pre-Use 

 Nothing is certain, especially when it comes to 

registration and use availability opinions 

 Examining Attorney could possibly cite a mark that is 

either not in the search or you did not view as 

problematic for other reasons (e.g., not for likelihood 

of confusion but for primarily merely a surname) 

 Front End Disclaimers can protect you and your 

practice from advice of counsel issues 
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Anatomy of an Opinion Letter 

Opinion letters should include: 

Introduction identifying mark, client,  

goods or services, geographic area, etc.  

The letter should be stamped “Attorney/Client  

Privileged” and “Confidential.” 

Scope of the search: whether search was done in-house 

or outsourced, dates covered, and databases searched, 

and what was not included in the search. 

Legal standards/summary of the law 

Brief conclusion about mark’s availability 
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Anatomy of an Opinion Letter 

Opinion letters should include: 

Relevant results of the search, usually 

in chart form, should also be included to  

help the client in decision-making. 

Competent analysis explaining documentation relied on. 

Lack of analysis may render the letter superficial, and 

therefore, useless. Leave this open-ended enough to 

permit additional reasons for mark availability if additional 

facts are developed. 
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Anatomy of an Opinion Letter 

Opinion letters should include: 

Other legal theories such as analysis  

of potential trademark infringements and 

analysis of potential dilution. 

Registrability of the mark. Identify potential refusals that 

may be raised by an Examining Attorney and how those 

issues can be solved. 

Conclusion corresponding to the brief conclusion. Clarify 

that outside counsel will take no additional steps unless 

instructed to do so by client. 
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Standards for infringement & use of 

opinions of counsel 

Test for trademark infringement 

In trademark infringement cases brought under the Lanham Act, district 

courts generally apply the following likelihood of confusion factors to 

determine whether infringement has occurred: 

  Similarity of the marks 

  Similarity of the goods or services 

  Strength of Plaintiff’s mark 

  Defendant’s intent in adopting its mark 

  Similarity of trade channels 

  Sophistication of customers 

  Actual confusion 

  Likelihood of bridging the gap 
 

Generally, no one factor is determinative but courts place emphasis  

on the first four factors above as well as evidence of actual confusion 
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Supporting an Infringement Claim 

Plaintiff must prove: 

 Ownership of a valid mark 

 That plaintiff’s rights are senior to defendant’s 

 That defendant’s mark is likely to cause confusion 

Adidas - Stan Smith  Skechers - Onix 
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Standards for infringement & use of 

opinions of counsel 

Similarity of Marks 

The similarity or dissimilarity of goods or services of the 

marks at issue are considered in terms of: 

 Appearance 

 Sound 

 Meaning 

 Overall Commercial Impression 

Palm Bay Imports Inc. v. Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin 

Maison Fondee En (Fed. Cir. 2005) 
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Standards for infringement & use of 

opinions of counsel 

Similarity of Goods and/or Services 

Where the parties’ goods or services are the same, 

there is a presumption that they move in the same 

channels of trade and are available to the same class 

of consumers.  

Citigroup Inc. v. Capital City Bank Inc. 637 F.3d 1344 

(Fed. Cir. 2011) 
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Trademark Infringement Example 

Logo for Super-7 Food Mart, LLC, a 

mom-and-pop convenience store 

in York County, PA 

Logo for 7-Eleven, Inc., a 

chain convenience store 

7-Eleven, Inc. v. Super-7 Food Mart, LLC 
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Damages 

15 U.S. Code § 1117(a) 

 The owner of trademark rights that have been infringed 

can potentially recover: 

 Defendant’s profits 

 Any damages sustained by the plaintiff 

 The cost of the action, including attorney’s fees 
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Damages 

Statutory Damages - 15 U.S. Code § 1117(c) 

 Not less than $1,000 or more than $200,000 per 

counterfeit mark per type of goods or services sold, 

offered for sale, or distributed. 

 If infringement is willful, not more than $2,000,000 

per counterfeit mark per type of goods or services 

sold, offered for sale, or distributed. 
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Damages 

Willfulness and Damages 

 The statute grants courts considerable discretion in awarding 

damages under section 1117(a). Burger King Corp. v. Mason,855 F.2d 

779, 780–81 (11th Cir. 1988).  Dscretion must be consistent with 

principles of equity. See 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a). A court has far less 

discretion where the suit involves use of a counterfeit mark and 

intentional infringement. 15 U.S.C. § 1117(b). Regardless of the type of 

damage award, courts must ensure that it constitutes “compensation, 

and not a penalty.” 15 U.S.C. § 1117(a)(3).  

 ABA: Willfulness and the Current State of                                                   

Trademark Damages Law 
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Willful Infringement: Definition 

(1) Intentionally using a mark or designation, knowing such 

mark or designation is a counterfeit mark, in connection 

with the sale, offering for sale, or distribution of goods or 

services; or 

(2) Providing goods or services necessary to the 

commission of a violation specified in paragraph (1), with  

the intent that the recipient of the 

goods or services would put the goods 

or services to use in committing the 

violation. 

– 15 U.S. Code § 1117(b)  
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Willful Infringement 

 Allegations of willful infringement can potentially triple 

damages awarded.  

 Findings of willful infringement may also allow for 

damages based on attorney fees or defendant’s profits 

 “obtaining the advice of counsel generally negates a 

finding of willfulness” 

Adidas Am., Inc. v. Payless Shoesource, Inc.  
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Willful Infringement 

 Several courts have borrowed from patent law in 

determining whether a trademark infringement is 

willful, based on the factors enunciated in the 

patent infringement case  

 Chiron Corp. v. Genentech, Inc., 268 F.Supp.2d 

1117 (E.D. Cal. 2002). 
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Willful Infringement 

Chiron Factors: 

 bad-faith commercial conduct (on-going 

infringement); 

 complexity of legal and factual issues presented; 

  whether infringer promptly sought legal advice; 

  infringers bad-faith in litigation  

  whether there was independent derivation or if direct 

copying occurred. 

The Chiron factors have been applied in trademark 

infringement cases as it relates to whether the advise of 

counsel defense will mitigate a finding of willfulness 
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Willful Infringement 

 A finding of bad-faith or willfulness alone does not mean 

that damages will be awarded automatically. Many 

districts courts have differing interpretations as to 

whether willful infringement will result in an award of 

damages under the Lanham Act.  

 Likelihood of confusion is presumed "when the offending 

mark is a counterfeit mark, or a mark virtually identical 

to a previously registered mark coupled with the intent 

to pass off or borrow from established good will."  

 Louis Vuitton Malletier, S.A. v. Akanoc Solutions, Inc. (9th 

Cir.2011) 
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Willful Infringement: Case Precedent 

Continuing questions courts must consider: 

 When are damages awarded?  

 What constitutes willful infringement? 

 What is an exceptional case for the award of attorney’s 

fees? 

 Existing case law regarding trademark damages is: a 

“confusing mélange of common law and equity 

principles, sometimes guided (and misguided) by 

analogies to patent and copyright law, and finding little 

statutory guidance in the Lanham Act.” – Professor 

Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks 
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Reliance on Opinions of Counsel 

 In some jurisdictions, a defendant’s bad faith in 

adopting a mark may be a prerequisite to an award of 

the infringer’s profits. 

 Reader’s Digest Ass’n v. Conservative Digest, 821 F.2d 

800, 807 (D.C. Cir. 1987)  

 Defendant must show: 

 It made a complete disclosure of the relevant facts 

to counsel 

 It received advice from counsel that conduct in 

question was legal 

 It relied on that advice in good faith 
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Reliance on Opinions of Counsel 

 Reliance on the opinion of counsel is not a fool-proof 

defense to an award of damages or attorney’s fees.  

 Even where there exists an opinion of counsel, two 

criteria must be present in order to properly invoke the 

defense: 

 Counsel’s opinion must be thorough enough to instill 

a good-faith belief that defendant’s use of its 

trademark would not infringe on Plaintiff’s mark 

 Defendant’s reliance on the opinion of counsel was 

justifiable  

 Trovan Ltd. v. Pfizer, Inc. (CD Cal. 2000) 
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Reliance on Opinions of Counsel 

In some cases a court may decide that opinions of 

counsel are not a defense to trademark infringement: 

 If counsel did not receive all necessary material 

information before writing opinion 

 If the advice given in the opinion was 

not relied upon by the defendant 

 If the advice given in the opinion was 

not competent 

 If the opinion was not written in a 

timely manner (i.e., opinion was written 

after defendant was served with 

complaint) 
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Reliance on Opinions of Counsel 

Other factors analyzed in determining whether counsel’s 

opinion is competent so as to constitute a valid defense: 

 whether counsel examined the applicable file histories; 

 whether the opinion was written or oral; 

 the objectivity of the opinions; 

 whether the attorney rendering the opinion was a 

trademark lawyer; 

 whether the opinions were detailed or conclusory; 

See, Adidas Am., Inc. v. Payless Shoesource, Inc., 546 F. 

Supp. 2d 1029 (D. Or. 2008) (internal citations omitted). 
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Reliance: Case Precedent 

Representative cases re: reliance on opinion of counsel 

defense: 

 Good-faith reliance on advice of counsel may defeat a 

finding of willful infringement:   Bath & Body Works Brand 

Management, Inc. v. Summit Entertainment, LLC  

(S.D.N.Y. 2013) 

 No negative inference if a party does not disclose its 

opinion of counsel when requested: Alliance Bank v. 

New Century Bank, (E.D. Pa. 2010) 
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Reliance: Case Precedent 

Representative cases re: reliance on opinion of counsel 

defense: 

 Opinion of counsel should generally be obtained prior to 

the use of the allegedly infringing activities if it is to be 

relied-on as a defense. Adidas America, Inc. v. Payless 

Shoe Store, Inc. (D. Or. 2008) 

 A party cannot rely on the opinion of counsel that it did 

obtain or if was not thoroughly analyzed as to the 

substance of the infringement analysis and/or the 

specific products that are alleged to be infringing.  Id. 
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Waiver 

 To be able to use opinions of counsel as evidence, 

attorney-client privilege surrounding the opinion must be 

waived. 

 Defendant cannot first decline to waive privilege, then 

decide “at the eleventh hour” to waive that privilege. 

Adidas v. Payless 

  “Where a party raises a claim which 

in fairness requires disclosure of the 

protected communication, the 

privilege may be implicitly waived.”                                            

– Chevron v. Penzoil 
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Waiver 

 There are two considerations in discussing the concept 

of a waiver: 

 Waiver of invoking an opinion of counsel defense 

 Waiver of the attorney/client privilege when invoking 

the defense 
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Waiver 

Waiver of invoking an opinion of counsel defense: 

 A party does not waive the right to invoke an opinion of 

counsel defense if it did not plead it as part of its 

affirmative defenses.   

 many commentators and courts have             

acknowledged that nowhere in the Federal              

Rules of Civil Procedure is pleading such a                 

defense in the Answer a requirement. 

 However, it should be raised early-on in                          

the litigation, either in the form of initial                           

disclosures and/or responses to discovery             

requests. 
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Waiver 

Waiver of attorney/client privilege: 

 When a party invokes the opinion of counsel defense, it 

is deemed to waive the attorney/client privilege of all 

communications giving rise to the defendant’s decision 

to seek to use its trademark in commerce.  

 With e-discovery obligations, the effect of waiver    

could place an extreme burden on the             

defendant in that it must preserve and                 

produce all relevant communications                  

between it and its attorney, in all print                           

and digital formats (email, voice mails,                       

texts, etc.) 
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Waiver 

When waiver of attorney/client privilege doesn’t apply: 

 A defendant does not waive its attorney-client privilege 

by relying on evidence that it conducted a trademark 

search or by describing its investigation of the search 

results.   

 In such a scenario, this is not considered to be using the 

privilege as both a sword and shield.  

 J.T. Colby & Co. v. Apple Inc.                                          

(S.D.N.Y. 2013) 
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Waiver: Case Precedent 

Representative cases re: reliance on opinion of counsel 

defense: 

 "a party 'cannot be permitted, on the one hand, to 

argue that it acted in good faith and without an 

improper motive and then, on the other hand to 

deny…access to the advice given by counsel where 

that advice…played a substantial and significant role in 

formulating actions taken by [the defendant].'"  

Arista Records LLC v. Lime Group LLC, No. 06 CV 5936, 

2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42881, 2011 WL 1642434, *2 (S.D.N.Y. 

Apr. 20, 2011  
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Best Practices 

1)  potential trademarks/brand names are furnished to 

counsel by internal stakeholders; 

2)  counsel requests additional information regarding how 

the proposed mark will be used (word and/or stylized 

form), meaning, goods and services, marketing 

channels, known potential third-party conflicts, etc.; 

3)  counsel proceeds to conduct preliminary search of 

USPTO records and common law listings (purpose: filter 

for “red-light” issues);  

4)  if preliminarily search ok, then a comprehensive search 

should be ordered (Compumark, Corsearch, etc.) 
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Best Practices 

Counsel delivers written opinion letter that has the 

following components:      

 description of purpose of search and databases searched 

(e.g., USPTO, state, common law listings, WIPO, etc.) and 

what was not included in search, including dates 

 explanation of limitations of search/disclaimers regarding 

nature of searches in general, accuracy of databases, etc. 

 evaluation of all likelihood of confusion factors (or at 
minimum, the most recognized ones such as similarity of the 

marks in terms of sight, sound, meaning, and commercial 

impression, similarity of the goods, similarity of customers. 
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Best Practices 

 Oral opinions are not favored. 

 “Such opinions carry less weight…because they 
have to be proved perhaps years 

after the event, based only on 

testimony which may be affected 

by faded memories and the forces 

of contemporaneous litigation.” 

 - Minnesota Mining and 

Manufacturing Co. v. Johnson & 

Johnson Orthopaedics, Inc. 
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Final Thoughts 

 Invoking the opinion of counsel defense should be 
considered in limited circumstances, for instance if the 
infringement is obvious, if the attorney missed something 
in the clearance report, etc. 

 Prior to invoking an opinion of counsel defense, make 
sure you are familiar with the jurisdiction’s precedent on 
awarding damages and attorney’s fees and the 
treatment of opinions of counsel as it relates to 
mitigating factors. 

 Be proactive if obtaining proper and comprehensive 
trademark clearance opinions from experienced 
trademark counsel. 
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Questions? Contact Us! 

 

 David V. Jafari 

 Jafari Law Group 

www.jafarilawgroup.com 

 djafari@jafarilawgroup.com 

 Ph: (949) 362-0100 

 

 James R. Hastings 

Collen IP 

www.collenip.com 

 jhastings@collenip.com 

 Ph: (914) 941-5668 
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